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3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION BASES 

A. Reactivity Limitations 

1. Reactivity margin - core loading 

The core reactivity limitation is a restriction to be applied 
principally to the design of new fuel which may be loaded in the 
core or into a particular refueling pattern. Satisfaction of the 
limitation can only. be demonstrated at the time of loading and must 
be such that it will apply to the entire subsequent fuel cycle. The 
generalized form is that the reactivity of the core loading will be 
limited so the core can be made subcritical by at least R + 0.25% ~k 
in the most reactive condition during the operating cycle, with 
the strongest control rod·fully withdrawn and all others fully 
inserted. The value of R in % ~k is the amount by which the core 
reactivity, at any time in the operating cycle, is calculated to be 
greater than at the time of the check; i.e., the initial loading. 
R must be a positive quantity or zero. A core which contains 
temporary control or other burnable neutron absorbers may have a 
reactivity characteristic which increases with core lifetime, goes 
through a maximum, and decreases thereafter. 

The value of R is the difference between the calculated core 
reactivity at the beginning of the operating cycle and the 

'calculated value of the core reactivity any time later in the cycle 
where it would be greater than at the beginning. The value of R 
shall include the potential shutdown margin loss assuming full B4C 
settling in all inverted poison tubes present in the core. A new 
value of R must be determined for each new fuel cycle. 

The 0.25% ~kin the expression R + 0.25% ~k is provided as a 
finite, demonstrable, ~ubcriticality margin. This margin is 

wi tR"aPa\:'al ef atradjaeeAt l"ee te a pesiii9R sakul at;d to i 1"1ser1 t: at 
l.Qa:M R 1 8.i!5'6 ilk iu 1 eaeti'lity, 88:;e12·1atiefl o~ subc1 it;ee:Hty 

-rhi5 -in tRis esnditioR assures subcriticality with not only the stongest 
rod fully withdrawn but a margin of at least R + 0.25% ~k beyond 
this. 

2. Reactivity margin - stuck control rods 

Specification 3.3.A.2 requires that a rod be taken out of service if 
it cannot be moved with drive pressure. If the· rod is fully 
inserted and then disarmed electrically, (Note: To disarm the drive 
electrically, four amphenol type plug connectors are removed from 
the drive insert and withdrawal solenoids, rendering the drive 
immovable. This procedure is equivalent to valving out the drive 
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3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION BASES 

A. Reactivity Limitations 

I. Reactivity margin - core loading 

The core reactivity limitation is a restriction to he applied principally to the design of new fuel which 
may be loaded in the mre or into a particular refueling pattern. Satisfaction of the limitation can only 
be demonstrated at the time of loading and must be such that it will apply to the entire subsequent 
fuel cycle. The generalized lhrm is that the reactivity of the core loading will be limited so the core 
can he made suhcritical by at least R + 0.25%, ~k in the most reactive condition during the 

· ve6 fie US i flj operating cycle. with the strongest control rod fully withdrawn and all other fully inserted. The value 
• , ~,,.-,;;1 of R in %.1k is the amount by which the core reactivity. at any time in the operating cycle, is a () I fl 5 e q v1:-11 ... c 

I~ calculated to be greater than at the time. or the check; i.e .. the initial loading. R must be a positive 
Coll frd fo / quantity or zero. A core which contains temporary control or other burnable neutron absorbers may 
\Pi··f~J(C.HA.'r;\( O.( f'1l have a reactivity characteristic which increases with core lifetime, goes through a maximum, and 

f I· I:'~ decreases thereafter. bea ;,u1l119- o - rrc..: I 

J . . ( . J' fi. he value of R is the difference between the calculated core reactivity at the beginning of the 
fud C.JC e C.o/1 1 t6n5operating cycle and the calculated value of the core reactivity any time later in the cycle where it 

would be greater than at the beginning. The value of R shall include the potential shutdown margin 
loss assuming full B4C settling in all inverted poison tubes present in the core. A new value of R must 
be determined for each new fuel cycle. 

The 0 25% .:lk in the expression R + 0.25% .1k is provided as a finite, demonstrable. subcriticality 
margin. This margin is · 1 
ef8.n Mjaeeat r9'1 ta a ~Qdtioa 1'"1 lrulatetl lft in.~et !R least R I 8.25% ek in 1eactivi~. Oe5cn·J.iiaA. 
of !tteeriti~1tlit' ia this e6nditi0fl assures subcriticality with not only the strongest rod fully 
withdrawn but a margin of at least R + 0.25% Ak beyond this. 

2. Reactivity margin - stuck control rods 

Specification 3.3.A.2 requires that a rod he taken out of service if it cannot be moved with drive 
pressure. If the rod is fully inserted and then disarmed electrically, (Note: To disarm the drive 
e/ectrical{v. four amphenol type plur. connectors are removed from the drive insert and withdrawal 
solenoids. rendering the drive immovahle. Thi.\· procedure is equivalent to valving out the drive and is 
preferred. as drive water cool.~ and minimize.\· crud accumulation in the drive.), it is in a safe position 
of maximum contribution to shutdown reactivity. If it is disarmed electrically in a nonfully inserted 
position. that position shall be consistent with the shutdown reactivity limitation stated in 
Specification 3.3.A. I. This assures that the core can be shut down at all times with the remaining 
control rods. assuming the strongest operahle control rod does not insert. An allowable pattern for 
control rods valved out of service. which shall meet the specification. will be available to the operator. 
The number of rods permitted to the inoperable could be many more than the eight allowed by the 
specification. particularly late in the operation cycle: however. the occurrence of more than eight 
could be indicative of a generic control rod drive problem and the reactor will be shut down. 

Also if damage within the control rod drive mechanism and in particular, cracks in drive internal 
housings. cannot be ruled put. then a generic problem affecting a number of drives cannot be ruled 
out. Circumferential cracks resulting from stress assisted intergranular corrosion have occurred in the 

'Collect housing of drives at several BWR 's. This type of cracking could occur in a number of drives 
and if the cracks propagated until severance of the collet housing occurred, scram could be prevented 
in the affected rods. Limiting the period of operation with a potentially severed collet housing and 
requiring increased surveillance after detecting one stuck rod will assure that the reactor will not be 
operated with a large numher or rods with failed collet housings. 
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3.3 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION BASES 

A~ Reactivity Limitations 

1. Reactivity margin--core loading 

The core reactivity limitation is a restriction to be 
applied principally to the design of new fuel which may be 
loaded in the core or into a particular refueling· 

· pattern. Sa ti sfacti on of the 1 i.mi tati on can only be 
demonstrated at the time of. loading and must be such that 
it will apply to the entire subsequent fuel cycle. The 
generalized form is that the reactivity of the core 
loading .will be limited so the core can be made 
sub-critical by at least R + 0.25% delta k· in the most 
reactive condition during the operating cycle, with the 
strongest control rod fully withdrawn and all others fully 
inserted. The value ·of R in % delta k is the amount by 
which the core reactivity, at any time in the operating 
cycle, is calculated to be greater than at the time of the. 
check; i.e., the initial loading. R must be a positive 
quantity or zero. A core which contains temporary control 
or other burnable neutron absorbers may have a reactivity 
characteristic which increases with core lifetime, goes 
through a· .maximum and then decreases thereafter. See 
Figure 3.3.2 of the SAR for such a curve. 

The· value of R.is the difference between the calculated 
core reactivity at the beginning of the operating cycle 
and the calculated value of core reactivity any time later 
in the cycle where it would be greater than at the 
beginning. For the first fuel cycle, R was calculated to 
be not greater than O. 10% delta k. A new value of R must 
be determined for each fuel cycle. 

The 0.25% delta k in the expression R + 0.25% delta k is 
provided as a finite, demonstrable, sub-criticality 
margin TRi s 111argi A is .aemeAstrated ey · ftll l wi t~drawal ef 
~ ::t-r-GA§-est 1"0 a aAd-13ar-t-i-a-l--w:i-tt:td-Pawa-l--e;f-a-n-a-<ij-aG&A:t 
, d-to-a!'o'!'i-t-+en-ea1-eu1-at-e<i-t-e-i-ns-er-t at 1 east R + 0, 25% 

de l ta ki-n-r-eaG-t4¥=i-t-;Y-;---G&s-e-r>1-a-t-i-efl--e-+:--sti~-t4c-a-l-i-t--y--'i-A 
<&R.:f-s-c-end.:f-t...:f-en-a-s-s~.r-e.s-:su-b-G-r...:i-t.:f-Ga.+:i~-w+t-h-RGt-Gn~~e
~§e-s-t...,....ped-f;:iH:Y-W~-t-hd-rawn-btlt--u-t-1-eu~ a R-+-G~ 
delta It-ma 111-be n-d--tfl · . , e 
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3.3 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION BASES 

A. Reactivity Limitations 

1. Reactivity margin--core loading 

The core reactivity limitation is a restriction to be 
applied principally to the design of new fuel which may be 
loaded in the core or into a particular refueling 
pattern. Satisfaction of the limitation can only be 
demonstrated at the time of loading and must be such that 
it will apply to the entire subsequent fuel cycle. T.he 
generalized fonn is that the reactivity of the core 
loading will be limited so the core can be made 
sub-critical ~Y at· least R + 0.25% delta k in the most 
reactive condition during the operating cycle, with the 
strongest control rod fully withdrawn and all others fully 
inserted. The value of R in % delta k is the amount by 
which the core reactivity, at any time in the operating 
cycle, is calculated to be greater than at the time of the 
check; i.e., the initial loading. R must be a positive 
quantity or zero. A core which contains temporary control 
or other burnable neutron absorbers may have a reactivity 
characteristic which increases with core lifetime, goes 
through a maximum and then decreases thereafter. See 
Figure 3.3.2 of the SAR for such a curve. 

The value of R is the difference between the calculated 
core reactivity at the beginning of the operating cycle 
and the calculated value of core reactivity any time later 
in the cycle where it· would be great~r than at the 
beginning. The value of R shall inc~ude the potential 
shutdown margin loss assuming full B4C setting in all 
inverted poison tubes present in the core. A new value of 
R mu_st be detennined for each fuel cycle. · 

The 0.25% delta k in the expression R + 0.25% delta k is 
provided as a finite, demonstrable, sub-criticality 
margin. This ma-rgi A is detneflstrateel ey-f1:11l wi thdra·11al a-¥ 
"Ht111---41~'lfift~~-i-a-1--w+thdrawal af an adj ~GeRt-

~IMF--te--a--GG!;.:i·.~n-c-a-1-c~-nsert at least R + o. 25% 
Elelta k in reactivity. ObservatiaA af s1:1b criticality--HI
this caneiti-oR assures sub-critica~ity witb llot oaly the 

·strongest ro4~i-t-fl.d..r.awfl-Btft--a~ least a R 1 0.25% 
-Efe.1-ta k marg-i-A--beye1HJ-t-R.:i-s. 

.NOTE: This change issued by letter dated 08/27/75 which noted that 0.02% 
delta k should be included in the value. 
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3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION BASES 

A. Reactivity Limitations 

1. Reactivity Margin -- core loading 

The core reactivity limitation is a restriction to be applied principally to 
the design of new fuel which may be loaded in the core or into a 
particular refueling pattern. Satisfaction of the limitation can only be 
demonstrated at the time of loading and must be such that it will apply 
to the entire subsequent fuel cycle. The generalized form is that the 
reactivity of the core loading will be limited so the core can be made 
subcritical by at least R + 0.25%•k in the most reactive condition during 
the operating cycle, with the strongest control rod fully withdrawn and 
all others fully inserted. The value of R in %•k is the amount by which 
the core reactivity, at any time in the operating cycle, is calculated to be 
greater than at the time of the check; i.e., the initial loading. R must be 
a positive quantity or zero. A core which contains temporary control or 
other burnable neutron absorbers may have a reactivity characteristic 
which increases with core lifetime, goes through a maximum, and 
decreases thereafter. 

The value of R is the difference between the calculated core reactivity at 
the beginning of the operating cycle and the calculated value of the core 
reactivity any time later in the cycle where it would be greater than at 
the beginning. The value of R shall include the potential shutdown 
margin loss assuming full B4C settling in all inverted poison tubes 
present in the core. A new value of R must be determined for each new 
fuel cycle. 

The 0.25%•k in the expression R + 0.25%•k is provided as a 
Bases change per 10113194 finite, demonstrable, subcriticality margin. This margin is 
Jetter, G.Benes to verified using an insequence control rod withdrawal at the 
usNRc beginning-of-life fuel cycle conditions. This assures subcriticality 

with not only the strongest rod fully withdrawn but a margin of at least 
R + 0.25%•k beyond this. 

2. Reactivity margin -- stuck control rods 

Specification 3.3.A.2 requires that a rod be taken out of service if it cannot 
be moved with drive pressure. If the rod is fully inserted and then disarmed 
electrically, (Note: To disarm the drive electrically, four amphenol type plug 
connectors are removed from the drive insert and withdrawal solenoids, 
rendering the drive immovable. This procedure is equivalent to valving out 
the drive 
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3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION BASES 

A. Reactivity Limitations 

1. Reactivity Margin -- core loading 

Bases change per 

10/13/94 letter, 

G. Benes to USNRC 

The core reactivity limitation is a restriction to be applied principally to the design of 
new fuel which may be loaded in the core or into a particular refueling pattern. 
Satisfaction of the limitation can only be demonstrated at the time of loading and must 
be such that it will apply to the entire subsequent fuel cycle. The generalized form is 
that the reactivity of the core loading will be limited so the core can be made subcritical 
by at least R + 0.25%.t.k in the most reactive condition during the operating cycle, with 
the strongest control rod fully withdrawn and all others fully inserted. The value of R in 
%.t.k is the amount by which the core reactivity, at any time in the operating cycle, is 
calculated to be greater than at the time of the check; i.e., the initial loading. R must be 
a positive quantity or zero. A core which contains temporary control or other burnable 
neutron absorbers may have a reactivity characteristic which increases with core 
lifetime, goes through a maximum, and decreases thereafter. 

The value of R is the difference between the calculated core reactivity at the beginning of 
the operating cycle and the calculated value of the core reactivity any time later in the 
cycle where it would be greater than at the beginning. The value of R shall include the 
potential shutdown margin loss assuming full B4C settling in all inverted poison tubes 
present in the core. A new value of R must be determined for each new fuel cycle. 

The 0.25%.t.k in the expression R + 0.25%.t.k is provided as a finite, demonstable 
subcriticality margin. This margin is verified using an insequence control rod 
withdrawal at the beginning-of-life fuel cycle conditions. This assures subcriticality with 
not only the strongest rod fully withdrawn but a margin of at least R + 0.25%.t.k beyond 
this. 

2. Reactivity margin -- stuck control rods 

Specification 3.3.A.2 requires that a rod be taken out of service if it cannot be moved 
with drive pressure. If the rod is fully inserted and then disarmed electrically, (Note: To 
disarm the drive electrically, four amphenol type plug connectors are removed from the 
drive insert and withdrawal solenoids, rendering the drive immovable. This procedure is 
equivalent to valving out the drive and is preferred, as drive water cools and minimizes 
crud accumulation in the drive), it is in a safe position of maximum contribution to 
shutdown reactivity. If it is disarmed electrically in a nonfully inserted position, that 
position shall be consistent with the shutdown reactivity limitation stated in specification 
3.3.A.1. This assures that the core can be shut down at all times with the remaining 
control rods, assuming the strongest operable control rod does not insert. An allowable 
pattern for control rods valved out of service, which shall meet the specification, will be 
available to the operator. The number of rods permitted to the inoperable could be many 
more than the eight allowed by the specification, particularly late in the operation cycle; 
however, the occurrence of more than eight could be indicative of a generic control rod 
drive problem and the reactor will be shut down. 

Also, if damage within the control rod drive mechanism and in particular, cracks in drive 
internal housings, cannot be ruled out, then a generic problem affecting a number of 
drives cannot be ruled out. Circumferential cracks resulting from stress assisted 
intergranular corrosion have occurred in the collet housing of drives at several BWR's. 
This type of cracking could occur in a number of drives and if the cracks propagated 
until severance of the collet housing occurred, scram could be prevented in the affected 
rods. Limiting the period of operation with a potentially severed collet housing and 
requiring increased surveillance after detecting one stuck rod will assure that the reactor 
will not be operated with a large number of rods with failed collet housings. 

3.3/4.3-7 Amendment 21 
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3.3 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATIONS BASES 

A. Reactivity Limitations 

1. Reactivity margin -- core loading 

The core reactivity limitation is a restriction to be applied principally to the 
design of new fuel which may be loaded in the core or into a particular 
refueling pattern. Satisfaction of the limitation can only be demonstrated at 
the time of loading and must be such that it will apply to the entire 
subsequent fuel cycle. The generalized form is that the reactivity of the 
core loading will be limited so the core can be made sub-critical by at least 
R + 0.25% delta k in the most reactive condition during the operating cycle, 
with the strongest control rod fully withdrawn and all others fully inserted. 
The value of R in% delta k is the amount by which the core reactivity, at 
any time in the operating cycle, is calculated to be greater than at the time 
of the check; i.e., the initial loading. R must be a positive quantity or zero. 
A core which contains temporary control or other burnable neutron 
absorbers may have a reactivity characteristic which increases with core 
lifetime, goes through a maximum and then decreases thereafter. See 
Figure 3.3.2 of the SAR for such a curve. 

The value of R is the difference between the calculated core reactivity at the 
beginning of the operating cycle and the calculated value of core reactivity 
any time later in the cycle where it would be greater than at the beginning. 
For the first fuel cycle, R was calculated to be not greater than 0.10% delta 
k. A new value of R must be determined for each fuel cycle. 

The 0.25% delta k in the expression R + 0.25% delta k is provided 
Bases change per 1011a194 as a finite, demonstrable, sub-criticality margin. This margin is 
1euer, G. Benes ta verified using an insequence control rod withdrawal at the beginning-
usNRc of-life fuel cycle conditions. This assures sub-criticality with not only 

the strongest rod fully withdrawn but at least a R + 0.25% delta k 
margin beyond this. 
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3.3 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATIONS BASES 

A. Reactivity Limitations 

1. Reactivity margin -- core loading 

The core reactivity limitation is a restriction to be applied principally to the design of 
new fuel which may be loaded in the core or into a particular refueling pattern. 
Satisfaction of the limitation can only be demonstrated at the time of loading and 
must be such that it will apply to the entire subsequent fuel cycle. The generalized 
form is that the reactivity of the core loading will be limited so the core can be made 
sub-critical by at least R + 0.25% delta k in the most reactive condition during the 
operating cycle, with the strongest control rod fully withdrawn and all others fully 
inserted. The value of R in % delta k is the amount by which the core reactivity, at 
any time in the operating cycle, is calculated to be greater than at the time of the 
check; i.e., the initial loading. R must be a positive quantity or zero. A core which 
contains temporary control or other burnable neutron absorbers may have a . 
reactivity characteristic which increases with core lifetime, goes through a maximum 
and then decreases thereafter. See Figure 3.3.2 of the SAR for such a curve. 

The value of R is the difference between the calculated core reactivity at the 
beginning of the operating cycle and the calculated value of core reactivity any time 
later in the cycle where it would be greater than at the beginning. The value of R 
shall include the potential shutdown margin loss assuming full 8 4C settling in all 
inverted poison tubes present in the core. A new value of R must be determined 
for each fuel cycle. 

The 0.25% delta k in the expression R + 0.25% delta k is provided 
Bases change per 10113194 as a finite, demonstrable, sub-criticality margin. This margin is verified using 
letter, G. Benes to . an insequence control rod withdrawal at the beginning-of-life fuel cycle 
usNRc conditions. This assures sub-criticality with not only the strongest rod 

fully withdrawn but at least a R + 0.25% delta k margin beyond this. 

NOTE: This change issued by letter dated 08/27/75 which noted that 0.02% delta k should be included 
in the value. 
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